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This paper presents a structural modelling of faults with Hybrid Petri Nets (HPNs) for the analysis
of a particular class of hybrid dynamic systems, continuous flow systems. HPNs are first used for the
behavioural description of continuous flow systems without faults. Then faults’ modelling is considered
using a structural method without having to rebuild the model to new. A translation method is given in
hierarchical way, it gives a Hybrid Automata (HA) from an Elementary Hybrid Petri Net (EHPN). This
translation preserves the behavioural semantics (timed bisimilarity), and reflects the temporal behaviour
by giving semantics for each model in terms of Timed Transition Systems (TTS). Thus, advantages of
the power modelling of HPNs and the analysis ability of HA are taken. A simple example is used to
illustrate the ideas.
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1. Introduction

Hybrid dynamic systems (HDSs) are dynamic systems integrating explicitly and simultaneously
continuous and discrete event systems, which require for their description the use of a continuous
model, and a discrete event model (Pettersson, Lennartson, et al., 1995). In this paper, a particu-
lar class of hybrid dynamic systems, which are continuous flow systems is considered, for example
transportation systems, production systems, communications systems...etc. This class involves hy-
brid systems, which are said positive, i.e. all the state variables take only positive values. In the
literature, a particular effort was given to study this class of hybrid dynamic systems. Indeed, it
is sufficiently rich to allow a realistic modelling of many actual problems. This assumption allows
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us to model these systems by HPNs that have the advantage of being a powerful model for HDSs
description. The model is designed intuitively; keeping the main characteristics of PNs such as the
explicit representation of parallelism, synchronization and conflicts.

Generally, faults’ modelling involves the acquisition of a priori knowledge of faults to be detected,
and to improve diagnostic techniques (detection, isolation and identification), it is necessary to
have a strong and accurate faults modelling. This problem would still be the biggest problem for
automation engineers, there are many works involved and carried in literature, modelling of faults
with PN model (Renganathan & Bhaskar, 2011). Among them, in (Renganathan & Bhaskar, 2013),
authors proposed an observer based technique to detect faults on the system modelled by HPNs.
Another work focused on a novel fault diagnosis and cause analysis model using fuzzy evidential
reasoning approach and dynamic adaptive fuzzy Petri nets (Liu, Lin, & Ren, 2013). Others proposed
new algorithms to achieve fault diagnosis and fault tolerant control on the model based on HPNs
tool in (David & Alla, 2001). None of these models possesses a powerful analysis technique; they
are mainly descriptive.

The hybrid PN formalism was defined in (David & Alla, 2001), it combines in the same model
a continuous PN, which represents the continuous flow, and a discrete T-time PN (Ramchandani,
1974), to represent the discrete behaviour. Hybrid Automata (HA) constitute a powerful analysing
tool. They were introduced by (Alur, Courcoubetis, Henzinger, & Ho, 1993), this tool can model
the widest variety of continuous dynamics; it also allows a formal analysis of HDSs. HA are finite
state automata, extended with real value variables which evolve according to differential equations;
they are the most general HDSs formalism, since they can model a largest variety of HDSs.

HPNs do not require an exhaustive enumeration of the state space and may represent, with finite
way, a system whose reachable space is infinite. It includes in the same formalism, the representation
of discrete dynamical and discrete event behaviours. However, this makes the analysis task of the
model very difficult. Therefore, the idea is to couple the analysis power of HA to the modelling
power of HPNs. That is why a translation procedure has been introduced. This idea was already
considered for Time Petri Nets (TPNs) (Sifakis & Yovine, 1996), PN with deadlines (Bornot, Sifakis,
& Tripakis, 1998), T-time PN (Cassez & Roux, 2006), bounded T-time PN (Sava, 2001), Batches
PN (Demongodin & Rouibia, 2003), and some classes of HPN (Allam & Alla, 1998; Cortes, Eles, &
Peng, 2000). This is a difficult task for general HPNs, that is why Elementary HPNs (EHPNs) have
been chosen, they separate the dynamics of the discrete part from the dynamics of the continuous
part at a certain level (there are no marking transformation, from discrete to continuous or vice-
versa). This model has a strong property since as it will be shown later, it allows a structural
construction of the HA.

Allam and Alla presented in (Allam & Alla, 1998), an algorithm that allows the construction
of the hybrid automaton equivalent to HPN. In (Cortes et al., 2000) the authors consider an
extension of TPN and propose a translation into hybrid automata. In another line of work, (Sava,
2001) considers bounded TPN where the underlying Petri Net is not necessarily safe and proposes
an algorithm to translate the TPN into a Timed Automaton (TA). Lime and Roux proposed an
extension in (Lime & Roux, 2003) of the state class graph construction that allows to build the
state class graph of a bounded TPN as a TA. They prove that this TA and the TPN are timed-
bisimilar. Cassez and Roux proposed a structural translation in (Cassez & Roux, 2006) from TPN
to TA, the correctness of translation is proved. In (Etouati, Yeddes, Hadj Alouane, & Alla, 2009)
authors proposed a systematic method to convert Extended TPN to Linear Hybrid Automata
(LHA) through a translation algorithm in order to analyze the behaviour and properties of the
system. And among recent work, Ghomri presented in (Ghomri, 2012) an algorithm that allows
the construction of the hybrid automaton equivalent to D-elementary HPN. A model which is an
extension of this one will be used and a proof of the correctness of the translation will be established.

Our contribution. In this work, faults modelling with HPNs will be studied by a structural
method; faults and normal behaviour are modelled separately. Firstly, an independent fault model
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is introduced to represent independently faults. Faults modelling on discrete part will not be pre-
sented in this paper, only on continuous part. Secondly, a simple modelling technique will be done
to describe system without faults. Finally, a composition of independent models will be presented
to get the global model. A powerful HPN model is necessary to show the faults consequences on the
continuous part, and for behaviour analysis, HA model is also necessary. For this, formal semantics
of EHPNs and HA will be given in terms of TTS and the analysis power of HA will be coupled to
the modelling power of EHPNs using a structural translation from EHPN to HA that preserves
the semantics (in the sense of timed bisimilarity) of both models. The technique of bisimilar-
ity will be used to prove the correctness of our translation procedure by giving the proof of this one.

Outline of the paper. Section 2 introduces faults modelling using the general model of HPNs,
in this section the easy way of faults modelling will be presented. Section 3 explains our proposal
procedure to translate the sub-HPN named EHPNs into HA. In this Section, also the way how
to prove the bisimilarity between EHPNs and HA as TTS formalism will be showed. Section 4
provides a case study of our translation method. Finally, our ongoing work and perspectives will
be given in Section 5.

2. Faults modelling

Let us note that a system fault corresponds to a dysfunction state, while a failure or a fault
source of failure is an event that can lead to a state of dysfunction. In the context of HDSs, the
occurrence of fault is, also, the passage towards a dysfunction state. This passage can be modelled
by a transition on a fault, where one considers an event-based modelling (Sampath, Sengupta,
Lafortune, Sinnamohideen, & Teneketzis, 1995). Other authors consider a state-based modelling
(Zad, Kwong, & Wonham, 1999), an approach combining the advantages of state and event based
modelling is proposed in (Sayed Mouchaweh, Philippot, & Carré-Ménétrier, 2008). A fault can
also be represented as an execution of a given supervision pattern, which is a temporal property
related to the occurrence of a set of trajectories/events that must be diagnosed (Jeron, Marchand,
Pinchinat, & Cordier, 2006). These techniques use models including faulty behaviours. There are
also approaches, which use fault-free models; they are based on comparing the systems outputs with
the models nominal outputs. The fault-free modelling approach proposed by (Pandalai & Holloway,
2000) uses condition templates to determine if the system generates events in the right order or
within the given time delays. In (Sayed-Mouchaweh, 2012) expert knowledge is associated with
condition templates to identify the faults related to missing or unexpected events, and progressive
monitoring is used to reduce the set of fault candidates after the occurrence of new observable
events. Another practical fault-free modelling approach for fault diagnosis of manufacturing systems
has been proposed in (Roth, Lesage, & Litz, 2011).

2.1. Hybrid Petri nets

In this formalism, the firing of a continuous transition describes the material flow, while the firing
of a discrete transition models the occurrence of an event that can for example change firing speeds
of the continuous transitions.

The work presented in this paper is interested, and restricted, only to EHPNs formalism, since
there is a decoupling between the discrete and the continuous parts (one part may influence the be-
haviour of the other one, but there is no transformation of discrete marking into continuous marking
or vice-versa). They combine a time PN and a constant speed continuous PN (CCPN)(R.David &
Alla, 2010). A formal presentation of EHPNs will be given in Definition 3.

This paper is based on some of techniques which are presented at the beginning of this section,
but here is not needed to rebuild automaton model to new or build both automaton model (model
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without faults and model with faults) (Derbel, Alla, Ben Hadj-Alouane, & Yeddes, 2009). This
work is aimed to build the system complete model (model with faults), by modelling the system in
normal functioning, and an independent modelling of faults. The model that will be used is HPN.
In this model, the faults are considered as unobservable events, this leads to decompose the sets of
events in two subsets: the set of observable events and the set of unobservable events (Σo and Σu).
If the unobservable event is associated with a discrete transition, then this transition is said to
be unobservable. This work can be extended into general HPN, but the translation algorithm will
be difficult, mostly the continuous-discrete decoupling will be losed and therefore the structural
character of translation. However, this problem could be studied as a future perspective.

Definition 1: A hybrid PN model in normal functioning is an 8-uplet N =(P , T , Pre, Post, h,
Σ, I, V , M0), such that:
1. P={P1, P2, ..., Pn} is a finite set of n places. P= PC ∪ PD;
2. T={T1, T2, ..., Tm} is a finite set of m transitions. T= TC ∪ TD;

◦ TD is a finite set of discrete transitions;
◦ TC is a finite set of continuous transitions;

3. Pre : P × T→N and Post : P × T→N are the backward and forward incidence mappings;
These mappings are such that:
∀(Pi, Tj) ∈ PD × PC , pre(Pi, Tj) = post(Pi, Tj);
4. h : P ∪ T → {C,D }, defines the set of continuous nodes (h(x) = C) and discrete nodes
(h(x) = D);
5. Σ is a set of events; Σ=Σo ∪ Σu

◦ Σo is a sub-set of observable events;
◦ Σu is a sub-set of unobservable events;
◦ Σ → Q+ × Q+ associates to each event σj , an occurrence interval dj = [αjβj ].

6. I : TD → Σ associates an event to each D-transition Tj ;
7. V :TC→ R+ associates a maximal firing speed Vj to each C-transition Tj .
8. M0 is the initial marking, such that M=(mC ,mD)T mC and mD are the discrete and the
continuous markings.

In order to illustrate the HPN modelling let us consider the following example.

Example 1: Let consider a road section that can tolerate a maximum number of cars 150 (as-
suming that average distance between two cars is L=4m). Assuming that the section has an entry
ramp, the two section entries are regulated by a traffic light, the green light turns on in the first
and the second entry, respectively after d1 = [20 25] and d2 = [25 30]. Cars enter the section with
an average speed of 30 km/h from both entries and leave it with an average speed of 48 km/h. The
example is given in figure 1(a).

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a). Road section. (b) Hybrid PN of the normal functioning.
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Figure 1(b) gives the HPN in normal functioning of the road section. The continuous part is
represented by a double line, the continuous place P5 represents the section and it is associated by
its maximum number of cars (150) which are represented by tokens. The continuous transitions
are associated by their maximal firing speeds ”for example: V5 = (48km/h× 1000)/(3600× 4m) ”.
The discrete part is represented by simple line where the transitions are associated by occurrence
durations (d1 and d2) of events (σ1 and σ2) which correspond to the occurrence durations of green
lights on the two section entries.

Our objective is to describe independently faults behaviour, representing just the faults. Faults
modelling on the discrete part is not discussed here as it is widely studied. Only faults that have
a consequence on the continuous part are presented. Fault occurring on the continuous aspect
may be modelled by a continuous transition controlled by the occurrence of an unobservable event
associated to a discrete transition. This is defined bellow.

Definition 2: A single fault model is a sub-hybrid PN F which contains:
1. P1,P2,two discrete places;
2. T1 a discrete transition associated with fault σf (it is an unobservable event);
3. T2 a continuous transition with constant firing speed V2;
4. Pref : P2 × T2→N and Postf : P2 × T2→N are the backward and forward incidence mappings
of fault such that:
Pref (P2, T2) = Postf (P2, T2) = 1;
5. M(P1) = 1,M(P2) = 0 is the initial marking.

Let us now complete example 1. A faulty situation of traffic can be observed if the green light is
turned on, in both entries; the passage to this faulty state is due to the occurrence of the fault event
(σf ). The HPN model of this fault is given in Figure 2(a). It models the fault and its influence on
the continuous behaviour. After occurrence of fault event, P2 is marked and continuous transition
T2 is enabled at its maximal speed V2. This gives an additive flow to place P3, this behaviour is
shown by the evolution graph defined in Figure 2(b). This evolution graph contains two states.
The change from one state to another is assured at the fault occurrence, and that is reflected with
firing speed modification of the continuous transition that becomes strictly positive. This change
in dynamics will be useful in the diagnoser synthesis in our future work.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Hybrid PN of the fault model of the road section. (b) Corresponding

evolution graph.

Remark 1: It is possible to have a subtractive flow at the occurrence of the fault, for that we
must reverse the arc that links transition T2 and place P3.

To get the global model, it is needed to perform a composition of both models (normal functioning
and fault models), this composition is structural and independent from the initial marking. And
then the model with faults is translated directly to get an automaton model ready for analysis,
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even in the presence of faults. The global model is defined bellow.

Definition 3: A global HPN model G is a structure obtained from the composition of the models
N and F (defined respectively in Definition 1 and 2). It is an 8-uplet G =(PG, TG, Preg, Postg,
h, Σg, I, V , M0g), such that:
1. PG={P1, P2, ..., Pn+2} is a global finite set of n+ 2 places (P1 and P2 are the two discrete places
of F);
2. TG={T1, T2, ..., Tm+2} is a global finite set of m+ 2 transitions (T1 and T2 is a fault discrete and
continuous transition respectively of F);
3. Preg, Postg are the global backward and global forward incidence mappings;
4. h : P ∪ T → {C,D }, defines the set of continuous nodes (h(x) = C) and discrete nodes
(h(x) = D);
5. Σg is the set of all events; Σg=Σo ∪ Σu + {σf};
6. I : TD → Σg associates an event to each D-transition Tj ;
7. V :TC→ R+ associates a maximal firing speed Vj to each C-transition Tj .
8. M0g=[1 0 M0]T is the global initial marking, (M0 is the initial marking of F).

Remark 2:

◦ For multiplicative faults, the structure that corresponds to each type of fault must be dupli-
cated;
◦ A fault that corresponds to a structure change leads to a new HPN (this is not formalized in

our paper).

Figure 3. Global HPN model of the road section.

Figure 3 gives the global model of the road section.

2.2. Hybrid automata

To get the powerful model, it is necessary to couple the analysis power of HA to the modelling
power of EHPN by preceding a structural translation from EHPN to HA which is defined bellow.

Definition 4: A hybrid automata is a 6-uplet HA=(Loc, x, E, δ, F , inv), such that:
1. Loc is a finite set of locations;
2. x is the continuous state space. xC is the vector of real-valued variables modelling the continuous
places marking and xD is the vector of clocks corresponding to enabled transitions. A valuation is
a function that assigns a real-valued v(x) ∈ R to each variable xi ∈ x.
3. E is a set of events;
4. δ is a finite set of transitions, each transition is a quintuple T=(q, a, g, init, q′) such that:
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◦ q ∈ Loc is the source location;
◦ a ∈ E is the event associated to the firing of T ;
◦ g is the transition guard, it is a linear predicate on x; a transition can be fired whenever its

guard is satisfied;
◦ init is a reset function that affects a linear expression to variables of x when taking the

corresponding transition;
◦ q′ ∈ Loc is the target location;

5. F is a function that assigns to each location a continuous linear vector field on x. While in
discrete location q, the continuous variables mi ∈ mC evolve according to a differential equation
of the form ṁi = Bi, where Bi ∈ R+ is a the dynamic balance of the continuous place Pi , and the
clocks tj ∈ xD evolves according to the differential equation ṫj = 1;
6. inv is a function that affects to each location q, a linear predicate inv(q) that must be satisfied
by the continuous variables in order to stay in the location q.

Figure 4. HA of the road section.

Figure 4 gives the HA of the road section, it is obtained thanks to Algorithm 1 given in
Appendix 1. In each node, the time derivative of the continuous place corresponds to its balance
marking (input flow minus output flow).

Most of works developed on HDSs return to a generalization of results coming from continuous
systems (component approach), where few switching are considered. These approaches extend re-
sults of the continuous domain, such as unified models (Branicky, 1995), bond-graphs with switches
(Buisson & Cormerais, 1998). The most considered faults are sensors faults, such as sensor offset
or sensor stuck-off/stuck-on, which represent discrepancies between the measured and real values
of system variables.

The approaches coming from DESs (Discrete Event Systems) consider the global behaviour of
a process (system approach), where breaking dynamics are modelled. The main models are time
Petri nets (Berthomieu & Menasche, 1983), timed automata (Alur & Dill, 1994), hybrid automata
(Alur et al., 1995), hybrid Petri nets (Bail, Alla, & David, 1991), batch Petri nets (Demongodin,
2001). In these models the discrete part is complex while the continuous one is often simpler. The
faults are boolean and lead to on/off behaviours. The major interest of our work is to consider the
faults in the continuous part in an elegant way. Indeed, by modifying the balance marking of a
continuous place in a HPN, it is possible to model a breakdown of a sensor or an additional flow
due to a leakage or a feeding. This physical aspect of the fault description highlights the practical
interest of this modelling.
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3. From elementary hybrid Petri nets to hybrid automata

In this Section, hybrid automata are built from EHPNs so that the behaviours of both are in a
one-to-one correspondence using the proposed algorithm. The HA resulting from the translation
and the EHPN model will be proved to be timed bisimilar. To achieve this goal, formal semantics
of HA and EHPNs are given in terms of TTS. Therefore, the bisimilarity between a TTS of an
EHPN and a TTS of a HA is demonstrated. A bisimilarity between two transition systems ensures
that any action of one of the systems can be simulated by the other (equivalent behaviours).

3.1. Structural translation

Our objective is to realize a structural translation from the sub-model EHPNs to HA. An EHPN
is characterized by the following structure linking a continuous place to a discrete transition or a
continuous transition to a discrete place (there is no transformation of tokens).

Figure 5. Mandatory structure in an EHPN.

Each marking in time PN will correspond to a CCPN configuration. An EHPN model can
therefore be studied in a hierarchical manner, firstly the discrete part is considered, and then
for each reachable discrete marking, the continuous configuration is considered. The translation
process of this work is given in a informal way by the following steps:

Step 1: Build the reachable marking graph of subjacent autonomous PN by isolating the
time PN part from continuous part (CCPN) of hybrid model;
Step 2: Associate respectively the dynamics1 and the guards to each location and transition
according to the continuous part configuration of hybrid model, where each reachable discrete
marking correspond to a CCPN configuration and null flow vectors must be suppressed.
Step 3: Build the final HA, where the value of the entry guard determines the target location
whose downstream configuration of each location. The unreachable locations must be deleted.

The main part of our work concerns the structural modelling of faults by EHPN tool, which is a
powerful tool for modelling. This contribution is not addressed in the paper (Ghomri, 2012), only
the translation part is similar. Our translation procedure shows the effect of continuous place on
discrete one and separates the dynamics of the discrete part from the continuous part at a certain
level (there are no marking transformation, from discrete to continuous or vice-versa). In our case,
the structure given in Figure 5 is added and for the first time, a mathematic proof for our proposed
procedure is presented. This last will be detailed at the end of Section 3.3.

3.2. Semantics of the two basic models

TTS is used to describe the set of states and transitions between these states (Larsen, Pettersson, &
Yi, 1995). Two types of transitions are possible in a TTS: a continuous transition or time transition
that describes the flow of time or a continuous evolution and a discrete transition describing the

1the marking balance corresponds to the difference between the input and the output flow for each continuous place Pi of a
CCPN.
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evolution following a discrete action (event). If an initial state is isolated in a TTS, the different
paths starting from this state represent the different possible evolutions for modelled system. In
this work, the emptying of a C-place (C1-event (R.David & Alla, 2010)) is considered like discrete
transition. The semantics of HA and EHPNs are defined bellow.

Definition 5: Hybrid Automaton Semantics. The semantics of a hybrid automaton HA is
defined as timed transition system SHA = (SA, SA0 , E,−→A) so that:

◦ SA = (q, x) is the set of states;
◦ SA0 = (q0, x0) is the initial state;
◦ E is the set of actions (events);
◦ −→A∈ SA × (E ∪R+)× SA is the set of transitions that can be discrete or continuous, such

that:
Discrete transition: firing transition Tj in the hybrid automaton.

(q, x)
Tj−→A (q′, x′) if: ∃(q, a, g, init, q

′) ∈ δ so that:
g(x) = true, inv(q)(x) = true
and inv(q′)(x′) = true

Continuous transition: Time elapsing.

(q, x)
d−→A (q′, x′) if: q′ = q

x′ = F (d)
∀ 0 ≤ d′ ≤ d, inv(q)(x+ d′) = true

Definition 6: Elementary Hybrid PN Semantics. The semantic of an EHPN is a timed
transition system SEHPN = (SE , SE0 ,Σg,−→E) so that:

◦ SE = (mD,mC , t, v) is the set of states;
◦ SE0 = (mD0,mC0, 0, v0) is the initial state;
◦ Σg is the set of actions (events), Σg = TD ∪ {mi = 0}
◦ −→E∈ SE × (Σg ∪R+)× SE is a discrete or a continuous transitions, such that:

The discrete transition (mD,mC , t, v)
a−→E (m′D,m

′
C , t
′, v′) with a ∈ Σg is subdivided into

two forms:
◦ a ∈ TD (the firing of a transition Tj in the T-time PN) is the first form of discrete

transitions: tj is the time associated to the transition Tj ; tk is the new time associated
to the transitions newly enabled (Tk) after firing of Tj .

(mD,mC , t, v)
a−→E (m′D,m

′
C , t
′, v′) if:

M ≥ (., Tj), Tj ∈ TD2 and m′D = mD − Pre(., Tj) + Post(., Tj), m
′
C = mC

α(Tj) ≤ tj ≤ β(Tj)
if ↑ enabled(Tk, M, Tj) : t′k = 0, else t′k = tk
∀(Pk ∈ T ◦i ), Tj ∈ TD2 {Ti, Ti+1} ∈ TC , and v′i = 0
∀(Pj ∈ T ◦j ), Tj ∈ TD1, and v′i+1 = Vi+1

2

◦ a ∈ {mi = 0} (the emptying of a continuous place Pi) is the he second form of discrete
transitions:
(mD,mC , t, v)

a−→E (m′D,m
′
C , t
′, v′) if:{

v′ = f(mC , t)
mi = 0

3

2To calculate instantaneous firing speeds see (R.David & Alla, 2010).
3The instantaneous firing speeds are calculated according to an algorithm presented in details in (R.David & Alla, 2010).
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◦ The continuous transition is the time elapsing:

(mD,mC , t, v)
d−→E (m′D,m

′
C , t
′, v′) if:

m′C = mC +B.d
t′ = t+ d
∀Tk ∈ TD, if m ≥ Pre(., Tk) then t′k ≤ β(Tk)
∀Pi ∈ PC , if mi > 0 then m′i > 0

After construction of timed transition systems of HA and EHPN, the bisimilarity between se-
mantics of the two models will be demonstrated subsequently.

3.3. Timed similarity and bisimilarity

In this sub-section, the proof of the correctness of the translation algorithm is given. This will
guaranty that the translation is correct and terminates. It will be proved that the semantics of an
EHPN and its translated HA are timed bisimilar. The timed similarity and bisimilarity relations
between both semantics are given bellow to introduce the proof.

Definition 7: Timed Similarity and Bisimilarity relation between EHPN and HA.

◦ Let SEHPN = (SE , SE0 ,Σg,−→E) be the TTS of EHPN and SHA = (SA, SA0 , E,−→A) be the
TTS of HA. Let Φ be a binary relation on SE × SA. We write sΦs′ for (s, s′) ∈ Φ. Φ is a
timed relation from SEHPN by SHA if the following assertions are checked:

if s1 ∈ SE0 , then ∃s2 ∈ SA0 such that s1Φs2;

if s1
δ−→E s

′
1, with δ ∈ R+ and s1Φs2 then ∃s2

δ−→A s
′
2 such that s′1Φs′2;

if s1
a−→E s

′
1, with a ∈ Σg and s1Φs2 then ∃s2

a−→A s
′
2 with a ∈ E such that s′1Φs′2.

◦ ∀(SEHPNΦSHA)∧(SHAΦ−1SEHPN ), then SEHPN ≈ SHA.≈ is a bisimilarity relation between
SEHPN and SHA.
◦ ∀S1 = (q1, x1) ∈ SE is a state of SEHPN , S2 = (q2, x2) ∈ SA is a state of SHA and S1ΦS2 ⇔
mD = 5(q2) and x1 = x2, where 5 is a function associating to each discrete marking a given
location.

Remark 3: Relation Φ expresses the time evolution given by the two identical dynamics of the
EHPN and the HA. They are calculated from the firing conditions of both models: balance marking
for the continuous evolution and time interval for the discrete one.

Theorem 1: The TTS of EHPN (SEHPN ) and The TTS of HA (SHA) are timed bisimilar,

SEHPN ≈ SHA. (≈ is a timed bisimilarity relation).

Proof. ∀S1 = (q1, x1) ∈ SE and S2 = (q2, x2) ∈ SA such that S1ΦS2, We write S1ΦS′1 for
(S1, S

′
1) ∈ Φ. SEHPNΦSHA if the following assertions are checked :{

if S1
d∈R+

−→E S
′
1, then ∃S2

d∈R+

−→A S
′
2 such that S′1ΦS′2;

if S1
a∈Σg−→E S

′
1, then ∃S2

a∈Σg−→A S
′
2 such that S′1ΦS′2;

Continuous transitions:

According to the semantics of EHPN (Definition 6) the continuous transition
d∈R+

−→E is the time
elapsing. t′ and m′C check the following: t′ = t+d; m′C = mC +B.d and m′D = mD ⇒ q′1 = q1, x

′
1 =

F (d).

According to our algorithm the transition
d∈R+

−→E is translated to a transition d = [αjβj ] between
sub-location (Algorithm1, line 9) or between location (Algorithm1, line 29), so only dynamics that
will be changed during this time, then

10
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x′2 = F (d) and ∀m′D = mD ⇔ 5(q′2) = 5(q2)⇒ q′2 = q2.
S1ΦS2, (q

′
1 = q1) ∧ (q′2 = q2)⇒ q′1 = q′2

x′1 = F (d) and x′2 = F (d)⇒ x′1 = x′2

⇒ S′1ΦS′2 (1)

Discrete transitions: According to the semantics of EHPN, the discrete transition
a∈Σg−→E is:

a) The firing of a transition Tj in the T-time PN is the discrete transition
a∈TD

−→E :
if M ≥ Pre(., Tj) ⇒ M = g(x1) = true, and if Tj is fired, then m′C = mC ; m′D = mD −
Pre(., Tj) + Post(., Tj) ⇒ inv(q′2)(x′1) = true and inv(q2)(x1) = true

According to our algorithm (Algorithm 1, line 5-9), Tj correspond to the transition with
guard mi = S⇒ mi = g(x2)
if g(x2) = true and inv(q2)(x2) = true, then inv(q′2)(x′2) = true.
inv(q′2)(x′2) = true and g(q′2)(x′2) = true such that S1ΦS2 then x′1 = x′2

⇒ S′1ΦS′2 (2)

b) the emptying of a continuous place Pi is the discrete transition
a∈{mi=0}−→E : It is considered as

a discrete event of type (C1-event), If mi = 0, g(x1) = 0⇒ mi = g(x1) = true⇒ m′D = mD,
and m′C = mC − Pre(., Pi) then g(q′2)(x′2) = true this emptying is translated in this work
(Algorithm1, line 38) to a transition with a guard mi = 0⇒ g(x2) = 0⇒ mi = g(x2).
If g(x2) = true and inv(q2)(x2) = true, then g(q′2)(x′2 = true), such that S1ΦS2 then x′1 = x′2

⇒ S′1ΦS′2 (3)

From (1), (2) and (3) we write: for all S1and S2 on relation,

SEHPNΦSHA (4)

With the same method, according to the semantics of HA (Definition 5) and according to our
algorithm, it has been proved that:

SHAΦ−1SEHPN (5)

From (4) and (5), it has been deduced that SEHPN and SHA are timed bisimilar for all S1 and S2

on relation. We write:

SEHPN ≈ SHA (6)

From (6) it has been concluded that the semantics of EHPN are timed bisimilar to semantics
of HA, this means that a behavioral equivalence between EHPN and HA has been provided. This
last ensures the correctness of our translation procedure presented in this work.

4. Case study

The liquid heating system (Derbel, 2009), illustrated in Figure 6(a), is composed of two valves V1

and V2, a tank, a resistor, a thermostat and two level sensors: c1 and c2 monitor respectively the

11
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maximal and the minimal levels. The liquid to be heated is introduced through the valve V1 with
a flow rate 5 v.u./t.u. (volume units per time unit). When the liquid level reaches the maximum
level 500 v.u, the sensor c1 generates a notification event to controller for the closing of valve V1.
Thereafter, the liquid is heated for a period of 40t.u. Then the liquid is discharged through the
valve V2 with a flow rate 8 v.u./t.u. until the tank is empty. At this time, the sensor c2 generates a
notification event; therefore the controller starts a new heating cycle. Assuming that the functioning
of this system can be affected by two faults:

◦ The first fault corresponds to existence of a leak in the tank with a flow rate 0.5 v.u./t.u.
This fault is represented by the unobservable event σ1;
◦ The second fault corresponds to the blocking valve V1 in the closed position. This fault is

represented by the unobservable event σ2.

s1 and s2 are observable events and they correspond to notifications generated, respectively, by
the sensors c1 and c2. The event u is introduced to allow the representation of an autonomous
transition. At the initial time t = 0, the tank is empty.

The elementary HPN model in normal functioning is given in Figure 6(b). With the transitions
T4 and T5 are associated maximal firing speeds V4 = 5 and V5 = 8; and with the transitions
T1, T2 and T3 are associated durations d1 = 0, d2 = 40 and d3 = 0 of events s1, u and s2

successively, knowing that d1 and d3 are a synchronization durations only. The occurring of
leak fault of continuous aspect is modelled by the continuous transition T2 attached to the
continuous place P3 with an arc from the place to the transition T2. This transition is controlled
by the occurrence of the unobservable event σ1 associated to the discrete transition T1 (Figure 6(c)).

The blocking valve fault is modelled by the discrete transition T1 attached to the discrete place
P2 with an arc from the place to the transition T1. This transition is controlled by the occurrence
of the unobservable event σ2 associated to the discrete transition T1, this fault can occurred at
any time during filling process (Figure 6(d)). To get the global model given in Figure 7, it is
necessary to perform a structural composition of normal functioning model and fault models. The
model with faults is translated directly using the presented algorithm, the final HA is obtained as
follows:

Step 1: Build the reachable marking graph of subjacent autonomous PN (Figure 8) by isolating
the time PN part from continuous part (CCPN) of hybrid model;
Step 2: Associate respectively the dynamics and the guards to each location and transition
(Figure 10) according to the continuous part configuration, where each reachable discrete marking
correspond to a CCPN configuration (Figure 9) and null flow vectors are suppressed;
Step 3: The value of the entry guard determines the target location whose downstream config-
uration of each location, the unreachable locations must be deleted (this is not the case in our
example). The final HA is given in Figure 11.

By applying this translation to the case study, a HA model bisimilar to EHPN model is obtained,
then all the properties on the HA remain true for the EHPN. Moreover, the ease of faults modelling
that affect the continuous part of heating system, and the change of system dynamics caused by
these faults are shown.

12
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. (a). Liquid heating system. (b) Elementary HPN model in normal func-

tioning. (c) First fault model.(d) Second fault model.

Figure 7. Global elementary HPN model.
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Figure 8. The reachable marking graph of subjacent autonomous PN.

Figure 9. CCPN configuration of each reachable discrete marking.
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Figure 10. Initial hybrid automaton.

A structural modelling has been done and the same model presented in (Derbel, 2009) is ob-
tained, with an automatic and systematic way without imagining faults behaviour. In addition, the
dynamics gap appears clearly on locations of the faulty behaviour. This gap can be observed on
locations L5, L6 and L7 and it could be remarked on the dynamic value which becomes respectively
4.5 instead of 5, -0.5 instead of 0 and -8.5 instead of -8 (subtractive flow). This corresponds to the
basic idea which will be used for the diagnoser synthesis.
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Figure 11. The final hybrid automaton of the liquid heating system.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, EHPNs is used to describe the evolution in normal operation of a type of HDSs called
continuous flow systems. A new faults modelling method based on fault structure is proposed to
model faults that can be occurred in this type of systems. This has allowed us to get the global
model by performing a structural composition of both models, the physical system model in normal
functioning with the faults model. No dynamics synchronization is used. Then, the model with
faults is translated directly to get an automaton model ready for analysis using a new translation
approach. Timed bisimilarity property between EHPN and HA as TTS models has been proved
to ensure the correctness of our translation algorithm. A liquid heating system has illustrated the
proposed approach. As future work, a diagnoser synthesis of this type of systems modelled by
EHPNs could be developed.
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Appendix 1: Translation algorithm.
The translation algorithm of an EHPN into a HA of this work presented in Section 3.1 is detailed

on the following algorithm:

Algorithm 1 Translation algorithm

� Initialization �;
Isolate the timed PN part from continuous part (CCPN) of hybrid model;
Build the reachable marking graph of Subjacent autonomous PN;

for ∀Pi ∈ PC , card(TD2 ∩ P ◦i ) ≤ 1 do
if the place Pi ∈ PD source of transition Tj ∈ TD2 has no output transition Tj ∈ TD1 then

Burst each location which corresponds to Tj ∈ TD2 into two sub-locations Lk1 and Lk2;
Associate the time clock to location Lk2 with initialization at his input;
Connect Lk1 and Lk2 for each location with a transition and associate him the guard mi = S ;
Create an output transition for each Lk2 and associate him the guard dj = [αj βj ];
if dj = [0 0] corresponds to Tj ∈ TD2 then

Eliminate the location Lk1 for each location burst;
Connect each location Lk2 to the next location, by keeping the guard mi = S ;

else
Connect the output transition of each Lk2 with the next location or sub-location;

end if
else

Burst each location which corresponds to Tj ∈ TD2 into two sub-locations Lk1 and Lk2;
Associate the time clock to location Lk2 with initialization at his input;
Connect Lk1 and Lk2 for each location with a transition and associate him the guard mi = S ;
Create an output transition for each Lk2 and associate him the guard dj = [αj βj ];
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if dj = [0 0] corresponds to Tj ∈ TD2 then
Eliminate the location Lk1 for each location burst;
Connect each location Lk2 to the next location, by keeping the guard mi = S ;
Create for each output transition Tj ∈ TD1 a destination location;
Connect each destination location created to the location Lk2, with a transition and

associate him the guard dj = [αj βj ];
else

Connect the output transition of each Lk2 with the next location;
Create for each output transition Tj ∈ TD1 a destination location;
Connect each destination location created with two transitions of Lk1 and Lk2, and asso-

ciate them the guard dj = [αj βj ];
end if

end if
end for

� CCPN−configuration �, configure the continuous part of CCPN for each discrete marking;
put m∗0 = PC ;

create Lf0, for each location and associate him the activity Ṁ = W.V ;
� marking−verification �.

if the marking for each C-place Pi is decreasing then
Create from Lf0, a transition for each place Pi and affect him the guard mi = 0;
For each transition previously built, create a destination location and associate him the activity

Ṁ = W.v(t);
Merge locations having the same activity;
if ṁl = 0, for each Pi whose marking is initially decreasing then

Go to � comparison−vectors �;
else

Return to � marking−verification �;
end if

end if� comparison−vectors �, Replace the transitions by comparing the Boolean vectors;
Calculate the Boolean vector M̄ for each internal location;
if M̄l ≥ M̄l+1 then

Replace each transition between locations by a transition between their internal locations
Ll, Ll+1;
end if

End
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